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LATEST IN BUSINESS

PERSONAL JOURNEY
    My journey has been full of ups and

downs during these past nine months. I’ve

realized a lot of things while being

pregnant...  I've thought about what is

important and what is not... business

transactions, things, events, and even

people, who thought you knew or felt

supported by may not be the case

anymore. But those things seem trivial

now.  Your whole being changes. Just like

renewing the furniture I work on, we can

count on the fact that our appearances

change, and parts of us may no longer be

there. 

     Working with my hands is something I

will never take for granted. The hardships

I’ve endured during this pregnancy have

driven me to CREATE in order to help me

both physically and emotionally. In this

phase of life as Fall is approaching, a new

era will be born as I become a mother. I am

grateful to have seen the dawn of

motherhood and my blooming business

coincide together as both began around

the same time.

    
             

BABY GIRL'S NURSERY NOOK IS ALL READY 
AND WAITING TO BE USED.

    As September approaches, I have a 

 feeling of nostalgia when summer is

ending with memories of going back to

school. Whether it was the years that I was

a student, or taught my own students, the

end of summer began a time of renewal for

me.

      My birthday was usually the first day of

school and although I hated seeing the

summer end, I felt such excitement to

start something new. Now, I await the birth

of my daughter coming in these next few

days. My baby this past year has been my

business. As I was in the workshop this

week tidying up, I realized how much I miss

working as an idle mind is the devil's

playground. Keeping my mind and fingers

busy is most important for me during this

waiting period and renewal stage of life. 

     I am most excited for my business to be

a part of @DIYforacure to help

spread awareness for pediatric cancer. I

have followed other diy-ers on Instagram

who created this event for people to share

in projects, promote giveaways, donate

and share all they can. Some of these

women have strong babies who are fighting

cancer themselves and some of whom

they have lost.  Even if fridge organization

may be the only thing I can do post partum

to help support the cause, it’s something I

look forward to being a part of at Aurora by

Jacqueline.



    A trend I have noticed lately in reels on

social media is organization. Whether it’s a

teacher going back to school and setting

up her room, a mother getting ready with a

calendar, school supplies and labels, a

show on Netflix or HGTV dedicated to

organization, or a client asking for help

to organize their space, I see the need for

organizing everywhere. It really shouldn’t

be a trend but a way of life (not many

people find necessity for it though). 

     For myself, I need organization. It allows

for accessibility; the ability to easily find

materials or objects and is... let’s face it,

pretty to look at.

      One thing that has been able to be in

my control during this pregnancy is being

able to organize. Since I haven’t been

working, little projects like organizing the

baby closet, drawers and my refrigerator

are things that have kept me sane and

helped me to prepare for the upcoming

stage of life. You don’t have to spend

hundreds of dollars on containers,

Amazon, Target, Homegoods and dollar

stores have everything you need to help

organize your belongings. 

     Remember to take down the height

width and depth of your spaces and do

your research. (The fridge containers I

recently used are linked in my story

highlights on Instagram under organization

and in email).

   

PERSONAL COLLECTION
     With baby approaching, big projects

have been on hold. One piece of my

personal collection that I am beginning

to work on is an old rocking chair that

belonged to my best friend and college

roommate's mother. She had passed

away a few years ago after her battle

with cancer and she is someone I

cherish dear to my heart. Always full of

wisdom and love, and one I could count

on to bring me a smile. I can’t wait to

transform this beauty into something

my friend can look at and use to bring

back beautiful memories of her mother.    

     Making old pieces new again that

once belonged to someone close to

you is a way of acknowledging their

memory and breathing new life into the

pieces to keep them alive in your

homes and your hearts. 
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 DIY TRENDS

YOU CAN ORGANIZE ANY NOOK AND
CRANNY IN YOUR HOUSE TO HELP KEEP

YOUR DAILY ROUTINE RUNNING
SMOOTHLY WHEN YOURE IN A RUSH ITS

EASIER TO FIND THINGS YOU NEED.

AURORA BY JACQUELINE MONTHLY
NEWSLETTERS ARE CREATED FOR

SUBSCRIBERS TO AURORABYJACQUELINE.COM.  
IT IS CREATED TO INSPIRE OTHERS TO MAKE
THEIR HOUSE A HOME.  TO REMIND US THAT

HOME IS NOT A PLACE BUT A FEELING
FURBISHED BY THE HEART.  IT IS AN UPDATE
ON MY BUSINESS AND PERSONAL JOURNEY.  I
TRULY THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED

SUPPORT.
 

XOXO- JACQUELINE SCHOWETSKY

GIVING FURNITURE NEW LIFE KEEPS 
YOUR LOVED ONES' MEMORIES ALIVE.


